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Financial Snapshot
Current Plan - Louis and Rosalie Johnson

Your Advisor
Jim Goodland

(763) 231-7880

kristen@securuswealth.com

Net Worth

$25,000

$3,705,000Assets

Liabilities

$3,680,000

Cash Flow $119,416

$180,584

$300,000Inflows

Outflows

Probability of Success
76%Retirement Goal

Assumptions

9090Life Expectancy

6768Retire At

3.00%3.00%Inflation Rate

RosalieLouis

Goal Coverage
100%Retirement

100%Long Term Care - Louis

100%Long Term Care - Rosalie

100%Emergency Fund

Insurance Coverage
Benefit AmountLouis

$1,500,000Universal Life

$150/dayLong-term Care

Rosalie

$750,000Universal Life

$150/dayLong-term Care

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Scenario Probability Assumptions

The Probability graph illustrates the goal coverage percentage for each trial. When the application generates 
the probability analysis, it varies rates of return on available assets based on their average return rates and 
standard deviations. This variation is projected from the current plan date through the set life expectancy 
date. The application then determines the resources available. Next, the application determines if the 
available resources are adequate to cover the need and draws from available assets where appropriate. The 
application displays its findings by displaying a percentage that illustrates how much of the goal is covered. 
This percentage is equal to the ability to cover total needs divided by the total needs. Each of these values are 
adjusted for inflation.

In this assessment, the % Total Needs Covered By Total Resources option is shown. To find this value, the 
application determines if the resources available will cover the total needs of the goal, where total needs 
equals all fixed and discretionary expenses (fixed expenses may also include implicit expenses such as loan 
payments, life insurance premiums, and income taxes).

The following information displays the assumptions used during the generation of the Scenario Probability. 
Results are located on the Scenarios pages and in the Variability section. Note: The following key assumptions 
may differ from the Monte Carlo assumptions found in the section titled Monte Carlo Analysis.

Assumptions

Life Expectancy is not randomized. All projections for Louis and Rosalie will end at the defined age.

Full Deficit Coverage is not active for the scenario. This means that in the pre-retirement period of the 
analysis, assets are not redeemed to cover periodic expenses and taxes.

The Number of Projections is equal to the number of trials the application generated using random return 
rates. A total of 500 trials has been generated.

Rate of Return Randomization indicates that a random number was generated to determine a rate of return 
based on the standard deviation for each asset class assigned to your accounts. This process is then repeated 
with a different random number for each projection. The application assumes that all returns are normally 
distributed. This means that approximately 68% of the results are within one standard deviation above or 
below the Rate of Return and approximately 95% of the results are within two standard deviations. This 
calculation is repeated for every account in the analysis.

Note: The results of each projection will vary with each use and over time.

Important: All information generated by the Scenario Probability simulation regarding the likelihood of various 
investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not 
guarantees of future results.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Disclaimer

Important: Please read this section carefully. It contains an explanation of some of the limitations of this 
report.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan regarding the likelihood of various 
investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not 
guarantees of future results.

Below is an outline of several specific limitations of the calculations of financial models in general and of 
NaviPlan specifically.

The Calculations Contained in This Report Depend in Part, on Personal Data That You Provide

The assumptions used in this analysis are based on information provided and reviewed by you. These 
assumptions must be reconsidered on a frequent basis to ensure the results are adjusted accordingly. The 
smallest of changes in assumptions can have a dramatic impact on the outcome of this analysis. Any 
inaccurate representation by you of any facts or assumptions used in this analysis invalidates the results. 

This Report is Not a Comprehensive Financial Report and Does Not Include, Among Other Things, a Review of 
Your Insurance Policies

We have made no attempt to review your property and liability insurance policies (auto and homeowners, for 
example). We strongly recommend that in conjunction with this analysis, you consult with your property and 
liability agent to review your current coverage to ensure it continues to be appropriate. In doing so, you may 
wish to review the dollar amount of your coverage, the deductibles, the liability coverage (including an 
umbrella policy), and the premium amounts.

NaviPlan Does Not Constitute Legal, Accounting, or Tax Advice

This analysis does not constitute advice in the areas of legal, accounting or tax. It is your responsibility to 
consult with the appropriate professionals in those areas either independently or in conjunction with this 
planning process.

Circular 230: Any income tax, estate tax or gift tax advice contained within this document was not intended or 
written to be used for, and cannot be used for, the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed.

Discussion of the Limits of Financial Modeling

Inherent Limitations in Financial Model Results

Investment outcomes in the real world are the result of a near infinite set of variables, few of which can be 
accurately anticipated. Any financial model, such as NaviPlan, can only consider a small subset of the factors 
that may affect investment outcomes and the ability to accurately anticipate those few factors is limited. For 
these reasons, investors should understand that the calculations made in this analysis are hypothetical, do not 
reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results.

Results May Vary With Each Use and Over Time

The results presented in this analysis are not predictions of actual results. Actual results may vary to a material 
degree due to external factors beyond the scope and control of this analysis. Historical data is used to produce 
future assumptions used in the analysis, such as rates of return. Utilizing historical data has limitations as past 
performance is not a guarantee or predictor of future performance.

Outline of the Limitations of NaviPlan and Financial Modeling

Your Future Resources and Needs May Be Different From the Estimates That You Provide

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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This analysis is intended to help you in making decisions on your financial future based, in part, on information 
that you have provided and reviewed. 

The calculations contained in the report utilize the information that you have provided and reviewed 
including, but not limited to, your age, tolerance for investment risk, income, assets, liabilities, anticipated 
expenses, and likely retirement age. Some of this information may change in unanticipated ways in the future 
and those changes may make NaviPlan less useful.

NaviPlan Considers Investment in Only a Few Broad Investment Categories*

Where applicable, NaviPlan utilizes this information to estimate your future needs and financial resources and 
to identify an allocation of your current and future resources, given your tolerance for investment risk, to a 
few broad investment categories: large-cap equity, mid-cap equity, small-cap equity, international equity, 
emerging equity, bonds, and cash.

In general and where applicable, NaviPlan favors the investment categories that have higher historical and 
expected returns. The extent of the recommended allocation to these favored investment categories is limited 
by the investor’s disclosed tolerance for risk. In general, higher returns are associated with higher risk.

These broad investment categories are not specific securities, funds, or investment products and NaviPlan is 
not an offer or solicitation to purchase any securities or investment products. The assumed rates of return of 
these broad categories are based on the returns of indices. These indices do not include fees or operating 
expenses and are not available for investment. These indices are unmanaged and the returns are shown for 
illustrative purposes only.

It is important to note that the broad categories that are used are not comprehensive and other investments 
that are not considered may have characteristics that are similar or superior to the categories that are used in 
NaviPlan.

Refer to the Asset Allocation section of this report for details on return rate assumptions used throughout this 
analysis.

* Investment categories may not apply to Forecaster Assessments.

NaviPlan Calculates Investment Returns Far Into the Future Using Morningstar Data*

For all asset class forecasts, Morningstar uses the building block approach to generate expected return 
estimates. The building block approach uses current market statistics as its foundation and adds historical 
performance relationships to build expected return forecasts. This approach separates the expected return of 
each asset class into three components: the real risk-free rate, expected inflation, and risk premia. The real 
risk-free rate is the return that can be earned without incurring any default or inflation risk. Expected inflation 
is the additional reward demanded to compensate investors for future price increases, and risk premia 
measures the additional reward demanded for accepting uncertainty associated with investing in a given asset 
class. Any calculation of future returns of any asset category, including any calculation using historical returns 
as a guide, has severe limitations. Changes in market conditions or economic conditions can cause investment 
returns in the future to be very different from returns in the past. Returns realized in the future can, in fact, be 
much lower, or even negative, for all or some of these asset categories and, if so, the calculations in NaviPlan 
will be less useful.

Any assets, including the broad asset categories considered in NaviPlan, that offer potential profits also entail 
the possibility of losses.

Furthermore, it is significant that the historical data for these investment categories does not reflect 
investment fees or expenses that an investor would pay when investing in securities or investment products. 
The fees and expenses would significantly reduce net investment returns and a calculation taking account of 
fees and expenses would result in lower expected asset values in the future.

Refer to the Asset Allocation section of this report for details on return rate assumptions used throughout this 
analysis.

* Investment categories may not apply to Forecaster Assessments.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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NaviPlan Calculations Include Limited Accounting for Taxes

The federal and state income tax laws are extremely complex and subject to continuous change. NaviPlan has 
limited capability to model any individual’ tax liability, and future tax laws may be significantly different from 
current tax laws. Any changes in tax law may affect returns for any given investment and make the 
calculations produced by NaviPlan less useful. The calculations contain limited support for the tax impact on 
transfers of money or redemptions of funds.

NaviPlan Calculations Do Not Include Fees and Expenses

The calculations utilize return data that do not include fees or operating expenses. If included, fees and other 
operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations. Recommendations included in the calculations 
to redeem funds from certain investments or transfer money to others do not account for fees and charges 
that may be incurred. 

NaviPlan Calculations May Include Variable Products

Variable life insurance policies or deferred variable annuities are inherently risky and may be included in the 
calculations. The return rate assumptions used throughout this analysis do not relate to the underlying 
product illustrated. These returns should not be used as a proxy for actual performance as they may 
exaggerate the performance potential of the underlying investment accounts (subaccounts). Any calculations 
incorporating variable products are hypothetical and intended to show how the performance of the 
underlying subaccounts could affect the value and death benefit of the variable products; these calculations 
are not intended to predict or project investment results.

The rates of return have not been adjusted to include mortality and expense fees attributable to variable 
annuities. These fees, and their effects on asset growth, are accounted for as a monthly expense of the 
annuity contract and can be observed in applicable net worth reports.

If a variable annuity included in this analysis contains a guaranteed minimum withdrawal rider, it is important 
to understand that if the contract value is greater than the guaranteed minimum withdrawal benefit once 
withdrawals begin, as an investor you will have paid for the rider and not actually used it.

Income taxes during the annuitization phase are accounted for in the calculations. See the section titled 
NaviPlan Calculations Include Limited Accounting for Taxes in this Disclaimer for further information on the 
tax methodology used.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Tax Considerations

On January 1, 2013, the U.S. Congress adopted the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 (ATRA, ‘The Act’).
The Act allowed the Bush-era tax rates to sunset after 2012 for individuals with incomes over certain amounts.
The legislation permanently ‘patched’ the alternative minimum tax (AMT), revived many expired tax
extenders, including the American Opportunity Tax Credit, and changed the estate tax rate and exemption
amount.

ATRA made the estate tax permanent and set the exemption amount equal to $5,000,000 for 2010 subject to
inflation for future years. As a result, the exemption has been increased to $5,450,000 for 2016 per person
(subject to future inflation), or $10,900,000 per couple. The portability of an unused spousal exclusion was
also made permanent by the Act. The top tax rate bracket was increased from 35% to 40%, and a few
additional brackets have been added to the unified credit table. Estate and gift taxes continue to be unified, as
part of the permanent part of the Act.

ATRA provided for a top dividend and capital gains rate of 20% in 2013 and subsequent years, higher than the
top rate of 15% in 2012, but below ordinary income rates. This preferential rate still only applies to long-term
capital gains, and not to short-term gains. These provisions have also been made permanent, without any
sunset option. The ‘Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) Act of 2015’ made the American Opportunity
Tax Credit permanent.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Net Worth Timeline Comparison

Proposed Plan

Current Plan

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040

$0

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Assets Non-Qualified Annuities Qualified Annuities

Lifestyle Assets Business Assets Real Estate Assets Net Worth

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040

$0

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Assets Non-Qualified Annuities Qualified Annuities

Lifestyle Assets Business Assets Real Estate Assets Net Worth

This report displays a comparison of net worth data in all selected scenarios over time. These projections show
end-of-year values beginning with the year of the analysis and are projected until the death of the last
surviving client. Use this report to compare the effects of different scenarios on net worth.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Net Worth Summary
Current Plan

Liabilities Net WorthAssets

This report summarizes your net worth 

information as of the analysis date. Net worth 

represents the total value of your assets (what 

you own) after subtracting your liabilities (what 

you owe). This figure allows you to get a good 

picture of your overall financial situation.

Your net worth as of Oct 21, 2016 is:
$3,680,000

$3,705,000

$25,000

$3,680,000

$3,680,000$1,994,000$437,000$1,249,000Total

$25,000$25,000$0$0Liabilities

$725,000$725,000$0$0Lifestyle Assets

$255,000$0$0$255,000Qualified Annuities

$1,431,000$0$437,000$994,000Qualified Assets

$1,294,000$1,294,000$0$0Non-Qualified Assets

TotalJointRosalieLouis

Assets

Net Worth Summary as of 10/21/2016

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Net Worth Statement
Current Plan

This report displays a comprehensive list of your assets and liabilities as of October 21, 2016. Use this report 
to better understand your net worth situation. Note: Term life insurance policies and annuitized annuities do 
not appear on this report as they have no cash value.

TotalJointRosalieLouisAssets

Non-Qualified Assets

$1,237,000$1,237,000Joint

$22,000$22,000Checking

$35,000$35,000Savings

$1,294,000$1,294,000$0$0Total

Qualified Assets

$67,000$67,000Louis

$927,000$927,000Louis

$65,000$65,000Rosalie

$372,000$372,000Rosalie

$1,431,000$0$437,000$994,000Total

Qualified Annuities

$255,000$255,000Louis

$255,000$0$0$255,000Total

Lifestyle Assets

$400,000$400,000Residence

$325,000$325,0002nd Residence

$725,000$725,000$0$0Total

TotalJointRosalieLouisLiabilities

$10,000$10,000Mortgage 2

$15,000$15,000Car Loans

$25,000$25,000$0$0Total

$3,680,000$1,994,000$437,000$1,249,000Total Net Worth

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Net Worth Timeline
Current Plan

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040

$0

$1,000,000

$2,000,000

$3,000,000

Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Assets Non-Qualified Annuities Qualified Annuities

Lifestyle Assets Business Assets Real Estate Assets Net Worth

This report displays net worth data over time according to asset category. The projections show end-of-year
values beginning in the year of the analysis until the last surviving client's year of death. Use this report to
show how each asset category contributes to total net worth throughout the plan.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Net Worth Outlook
Current Plan

This report shows changes in your net worth over time. These projected end-of-year values begin with the
analysis year and end with death of the last surviving client. Furthermore, assets included in this report are
categorized to show how changes in net worth occur. Use this report to assess your total net worth by asset
category through the duration of the analysis.

Total Net WorthTotal LiabilitiesLifestyle AssetsQualified AssetsNon-Qualified
Assets

Year & Age

$3,692,178$23,278$728,625$1,696,063$1,290,7682016 (67/66)

$3,473,280$16,278$743,198$1,468,441$1,277,919
2017 
(*68/67*)

$3,427,038$9,097$758,061$1,498,992$1,179,0822018 (69/68)

$3,380,845$1,915$773,223$1,530,178$1,079,3602019 (70/69)

$3,333,376$0$788,687$1,524,157$1,020,5332020 (71/70)

$3,283,749$0$804,461$1,501,852$977,4372021 (72/71)

$3,231,888$0$820,550$1,478,162$933,1762022 (73/72)

$3,177,705$0$836,961$1,453,049$887,6962023 (74/73)

$3,121,115$0$853,700$1,426,476$840,9392024 (75/74)

$3,062,027$0$870,774$1,398,407$792,8452025 (76/75)

$3,000,362$0$888,190$1,369,003$743,1692026 (77/76)

$2,936,024$0$905,954$1,338,116$691,9542027 (78/77)

$2,868,929$0$924,073$1,305,855$639,0022028 (79/78)

$2,798,993$0$942,554$1,272,292$584,1472029 (80/79)

$2,726,125$0$961,405$1,237,423$527,2972030 (81/80)

$2,658,554$0$980,633$1,167,969$509,9522031 (82/81)

$2,589,655$0$1,000,246$1,084,533$504,8752032 (83/82)

$2,516,503$0$1,020,251$996,403$499,8502033 (84/83)

$2,439,012$0$1,040,656$903,482$494,8742034 (85/84)

$2,343,226$0$1,061,469$791,809$489,9482035 (86/85)

$2,238,070$0$1,082,698$670,301$485,0712036 (87/86)

$2,126,722$0$1,104,352$542,127$480,2422037 (88/87)

$2,008,939$0$1,126,439$407,037$475,4622038 (89/88)

$3,384,476$0$1,148,968$264,779$1,970,7292039 (90/89)

$3,225,950$0$1,171,948$246,781$1,807,2212040 (-/90)

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Asset Accumulation & Depletion
Current Plan

This report shows changes in the value of capital over time. These projected end-of-year values begin with the
analysis year and end with death of the last surviving client. Use this report to assess your ability to cover
spending needs through the duration of the analysis.

EOY Assets2WithdrawalsContributionsGrowth & 
Reinvestments

SOY  Assets1Year & Age

$3,715,456$0$0$10,456$3,705,0002016 (67/66)

$3,489,558$15,999$0($209,899)$3,715,4562017 (*68/67*)

$3,436,135$86,116$0$32,694$3,489,5582018 (69/68)

$3,382,761$87,985$0$34,611$3,436,1352019 (70/69)

$3,333,376$85,488$0$36,104$3,382,7612020 (71/70)

$3,283,749$86,308$0$36,681$3,333,3762021 (72/71)

$3,231,888$88,812$0$36,950$3,283,7492022 (73/72)

$3,177,705$91,391$0$37,209$3,231,8882023 (74/73)

$3,121,115$94,046$0$37,456$3,177,7052024 (75/74)

$3,062,027$96,780$0$37,692$3,121,1152025 (76/75)

$3,000,362$99,584$0$37,919$3,062,0272026 (77/76)

$2,936,024$102,478$0$38,140$3,000,3622027 (78/77)

$2,868,929$105,448$0$38,354$2,936,0242028 (79/78)

$2,798,993$108,501$0$38,564$2,868,9292029 (80/79)

$2,726,125$111,642$0$38,775$2,798,9932030 (81/80)

$2,658,554$106,556$0$38,985$2,726,1252031 (82/81)

$2,589,655$106,990$0$38,091$2,658,5542032 (83/82)

$2,516,503$109,942$0$36,791$2,589,6552033 (84/83)

$2,439,012$112,897$0$35,406$2,516,5032034 (85/84)

$2,343,226$129,715$0$33,930$2,439,0122035 (86/85)

$2,238,070$137,279$0$32,122$2,343,2262036 (87/86)

$2,126,722$141,491$0$30,142$2,238,0702037 (88/87)

$2,008,939$145,829$0$28,047$2,126,7222038 (89/88)

$3,384,476$150,299$1,500,000$25,836$2,008,9392039 (90/89)

$3,225,950$182,048$0$23,522$3,384,4762040 (-/90)

1SOY denotes start of year. Values are Market Value at that time. 2EOY denotes End of Year.

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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The Impact & History of Inflation

Impact
Inflation decreases the buying 
power of money slowly and 
consistently over time. As seen in 
the purchasing power of a dollar 
chart, $1 in 1914 would be able 
to purchase roughly $.03 worth 
of goods or services today. While 
our timeframes are generally 
shorter, the impact of inflation 
can still be highly detrimental 
over the course of even 30 years, 
which is shorter than the time 
period most individuals save for 
retirement. For example, take a 
family with a household income 
of $75,000 in today’s dollars. 
Assuming 3.0% inflation, the 
family’s household income would 
need to increase to nearly 
$177,000 30 years from now to 
maintain the same buying power. 
This is why investing and earning 
a strong rate of return are critical 
in saving for retirement.

Real Rate of Return
When we usually talk about 
return on investment, we are 
speaking about gross (also known 
as nominal) return. For instance, 
if you invest $100 in a stock today 
and that same stock is worth 
$110 in a year, you’ve received a 
10% gross return. In reality, your 
return is generally much less. 
Without even taking into account 
the impact of trading fees, other 
investment expenses, and the 
substantial hit that taxes can take

on a portfolio, inflation can 
dramatically reduce the buying 
power of that return. The 
inflation-adjusted gross return is 
known as the real rate of return. 
In this particular example, if there

is inflation of 3%, our actual real 
rate of return is not 10% but 7%. 
Similarly, if we hold cash and do not 
invest it, there is in fact a real loss of 
3% on this cash.

1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

$0.00

$0.20

$0.40

$0.60

$0.80

$1.00

The Purchasing Power of a Dollar

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

$0

$30,000

$60,000

$90,000

$120,000

$150,000

$180,000

Annual Household Income
Starting year 1 with $75,000 and 3% inflation

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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2.39%2004-2013 (previous 10 years)

2.42%1994-2013 (previous 20 years)

4.20%1964-2013 (previous 50 years)

3.32%1914-2013 (previous 100 years)

Annual Average CPI*Time Period

1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010

0.0%

1.0%

2.0%

3.0%

4.0%

5.0%

Annual Inflation for the Past 30 Years

The Impact & History of Inflation Continued

History
It is important to consider the 
impact inflation can have on your 
financial goals. As we can see in the 
attached table, inflation for the past 
100 years is right around 3.3%. 
Therefore it may seem reasonable 
to use the standard 3% rate of 
inflation for future projections. 
However, we have seen inflation 
come down considerably in recent 
history, as annual inflation over the 
past 20 years is under 2.5%. 
Depending on your time horizon and 
preferences, you may want to stay 
with the standard 3% rate or alter it 
to demonstrate the effects that you 
prefer. A higher rate of inflation will 
be more conservative but may not 
be an accurate forecast of future 
inflation.

Sometimes referred to as "headline inflation," Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure that examines the
weighted average of prices of a basket of consumer goods and services, such as transportation, food and
medical care. Changes in CPI are used to assess price changes associated with the cost of living.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Current Year Cash Flow
Current Plan

$300,000

$180,584

$119,416

Surplus/(Deficit)OutflowsInflows

This report displays detailed cash flow
information over a single year for the selected
scenario. Cash inflows and outflows are divided
into categories to explain their source. Use this
report to understand whether a cash flow
surplus or deficit exists for the current year for
the selected scenario.

$119,416($2,918)$122,334Surplus/(Deficit)

$180,584$66,918$113,666Total

$88,448$21,144$67,304Taxes

$8,436$3,924$4,512Other Outflows

$83,700$41,850$41,850Lifestyle & Medical Expenses

Outflows

$300,000$64,000$236,000Total

$300,000$64,000$236,000Earned Income

Inflows

TotalRosalieLouisCurrent Year Cash Flow

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Cash Flow Outlook
Current Plan

This report projects detailed cash flow information over the next five years. Cash inflows and outflows are
categorized by source and summarized as aggregate totals. This provides an overview of your cash flow
projections.

69/68
2018

70/69
2019

71/70
2020

67/66
2016

*68/67*
2017

Louis/RosalieAge
Year

Cash Inflows

$0

$0

$0

$0

$42,088

$30,700

$72,788

$0

$0

$15,999

$15,999

$86,116

$86,116

$174,904

$0

$0

$0

$0

$43,351

$31,621

$74,972

$0

$0

$15,999

$15,999

$87,985

$87,985

$178,956

$0

$0

$0

$0

$44,651

$32,570

$77,221

$37,406

$37,406

$15,999

$15,999

$48,083

$48,083

$178,709

Earned Income

Salary

Salary

Bonus

Total

Social Security

Social Security Benefits

Social Security Benefits

Total

Qualified Liquidations

Louis

Total

Annuity Payments

Louis

Total

Non-Qualified Liquidations

Joint

Total

Total Cash Inflows

$226,000

$64,000

$10,000

$300,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$300,000

$135,788

$38,453

$10,300

$184,542

$17,026

$12,419

$29,445

$0

$0

$15,999

$15,999

$0

$0

$229,986

Cash Outflows

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

Lifestyle Expenses

Housing (e.g. utilities, repairs)

Food

Transportation (e.g. gas, insura...

Entertainment (e.g. restaurants...

Personal (e.g. clothing, hobbies)

$42,000

$7,200

$4,800

$9,600

$5,400

$25,235

$4,326

$2,884

$5,768

$3,245

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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69/68
2018

70/69
2019

71/70
2020

67/66
2016

*68/67*
2017

Louis/RosalieAge
Year

$0

$126,185

$3,300

$4,200

$133,685

$2,712

$2,220

$1,800

$1,704

$8,436

$0

$0

$7,605

$25,179

$32,783

$174,904

$0

$129,970

$3,117

$4,200

$137,287

$2,712

$2,220

$1,800

$1,704

$8,436

$0

$0

$7,705

$25,529

$33,233

$178,956

$0

$133,869

$0

$1,926

$135,795

$2,712

$2,220

$1,800

$1,704

$8,436

$0

$0

$7,588

$26,890

$34,478

$178,709

Other (e.g. child care, travel)

Retirement Expense

Mortgage 2

Car Loans

Total

Miscellaneous Expenses

Life Insurance

Life Insurance

LTC Insurance

LTC Insurance

Total

Taxes

Medicare Tax

Social Security Tax - Employment

State Income Tax

Federal Income Tax

Total

Total Cash Outflows

$7,200

$0

$3,300

$4,200

$83,700

$2,712

$2,220

$1,800

$1,704

$8,436

$4,800

$11,315

$15,629

$56,704

$88,448

$180,584

$4,326

$51,928

$3,300

$4,200

$105,211

$2,712

$2,220

$1,800

$1,704

$8,436

$2,676

$10,215

$10,726

$41,133

$64,749

$178,397

$0 $0 $0Surplus/(Deficit) $119,416 $51,589

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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This report displays the total cash amount remaining after covering all expenses by projecting annual end-of-
year cash flow surplus or deficit through the duration of the analysis.

Current Plan
Cash Flow Surplus/(Deficit)

Surplus/(Deficit)Total OutflowsTotal InflowsAgeYear

$119,416$180,584$300,00067/662016

$51,589$178,397$229,986*68/67*2017

$0$174,904$174,90469/682018

$0$178,956$178,95670/692019

$0$178,709$178,70971/702020

$0$181,845$181,84572/712021

$0$186,735$186,73573/722022

$0$191,772$191,77274/732023

$0$196,959$196,95975/742024

$0$202,300$202,30076/752025

$0$207,790$207,79077/762026

$0$213,449$213,44978/772027

$0$219,269$219,26979/782028

$0$225,256$225,25680/792029

$0$231,420$231,42081/802030

$0$229,447$229,44782/812031

$0$233,088$233,08883/822032

$0$239,344$239,34484/832033

$0$245,701$245,70185/842034

$0$266,023$266,02386/852035

$0$277,195$277,19587/862036

$0$285,125$285,12588/872037

$0$293,293$293,29389/882038

$0$1,801,706$1,801,70690/892039

$479,652$533,041$1,012,693-/902040
* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Cash Inflows
Current Plan

This report displays aggregate totals of your cash inflows by source through the duration of the analysis.

Total
Inflows

Other
Inflows

Annuity
Payments

Non-
Qualified
Proceeds

Qualified
Proceeds

Pension &
Social

Security
Income

Earned
Income

Year & Age

$300,000$0$0$0$0$0$300,0002016 (67/66)

$229,986$0$15,999$0$0$29,445$184,5422017 (*68/67*)

$174,904$0$15,999$86,116$0$72,788$02018 (69/68)

$178,956$0$15,999$87,985$0$74,972$02019 (70/69)

$178,709$0$15,999$48,083$37,406$77,221$02020 (71/70)

$181,845$0$15,999$32,937$53,370$79,538$02021 (72/71)

$186,735$0$15,999$34,531$54,281$81,924$02022 (73/72)

$191,772$0$15,999$36,191$55,200$84,382$02023 (74/73)

$196,959$0$15,999$37,921$56,126$86,913$02024 (75/74)

$202,300$0$15,999$39,722$57,058$89,521$02025 (76/75)

$207,790$0$15,999$41,784$57,800$92,206$02026 (77/76)

$213,449$0$15,999$43,817$58,660$94,972$02027 (78/77)

$219,269$0$15,999$46,064$59,384$97,822$02028 (79/78)

$225,256$0$15,999$48,495$60,006$100,756$02029 (80/79)

$231,420$0$15,999$51,035$60,608$103,779$02030 (81/80)

$229,447$0$15,999$12,097$94,459$106,892$02031 (82/81)

$233,088$0$15,999$0$106,990$110,099$02032 (83/82)

$239,344$0$15,999$0$109,942$113,402$02033 (84/83)

$245,701$0$15,999$0$112,897$116,804$02034 (85/84)

$266,023$0$15,999$0$129,715$120,308$02035 (86/85)

$277,195$0$15,999$0$137,279$123,917$02036 (87/86)

$285,125$0$15,999$0$141,491$127,635$02037 (88/87)

$293,293$0$15,999$0$145,829$131,464$02038 (89/88)

$1,801,706$1,500,000$15,999$0$150,299$135,408$02039 (90/89)

$1,012,693$750,000$0$158,822$23,226$80,645$02040 (-/90)

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Cash Outflows
Current Plan

This report displays aggregate totals of your cash outflows by source through the duration of the analysis.

Total OutflowsSurplus OutflowsTaxesOther OutflowsLifestyle & Medical
Expenses

Year & Age

$180,584$0$88,448$8,436$83,7002016 (67/66)

$178,397$0$64,749$8,436$105,2112017 (*68/67*)

$174,904$0$32,783$8,436$133,6852018 (69/68)

$178,956$0$33,233$8,436$137,2872019 (70/69)

$178,709$0$34,478$8,436$135,7952020 (71/70)

$181,845$0$35,523$8,436$137,8852021 (72/71)

$186,735$0$36,277$8,436$142,0222022 (73/72)

$191,772$0$37,053$8,436$146,2832023 (74/73)

$196,959$0$37,851$8,436$150,6712024 (75/74)

$202,300$0$38,673$8,436$155,1912025 (76/75)

$207,790$0$39,507$8,436$159,8472026 (77/76)

$213,449$0$40,371$8,436$164,6422027 (78/77)

$219,269$0$41,251$8,436$169,5822028 (79/78)

$225,256$0$42,151$8,436$174,6692029 (80/79)

$231,420$0$43,075$8,436$179,9092030 (81/80)

$229,447$0$35,705$8,436$185,3072031 (82/81)

$233,088$0$33,786$8,436$190,8662032 (83/82)

$239,344$0$34,316$8,436$196,5922033 (84/83)

$245,701$0$34,775$8,436$202,4892034 (85/84)

$266,023$0$49,022$8,436$208,5642035 (86/85)

$277,195$0$53,938$8,436$214,8212036 (87/86)

$285,125$0$55,423$8,436$221,2662037 (88/87)

$293,293$0$56,953$8,436$227,9042038 (89/88)

$1,801,706$1,500,000$58,529$8,436$234,7412039 (90/89)

$533,041$0$207,815$83,443$241,7832040 (-/90)

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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AN
INTRODUCTION Planning to Reduce Your Tax Burden

Evasion vs. Planning
By taking advantage of available legal methods 
to reduce overall tax liability, one can avoid 
paying unnecessary taxes with tax planning. 
This is not to be confused with tax evasion, 
which is the usage of illegal methods to avoid 
taxes. Reducing tax liability is not only available 
to the super rich. Middle class individuals can 
take advantage of legal methods to reduce 
taxes and improve their financial outlook. By 
finding these techniques and engaging in 
proper tax planning, you can maximize your 
financial potential.

The effect of Taxes on Your Investment 
Portfolio
Investment tax planning focuses on the tax 
implications of your investment selections. 
Understanding how taxes affect your 
investments should have an impact on your 
asset allocation decisions. For example, 
corporate and most government bonds 
generate ordinary income taxed at your 
marginal tax bracket. However, municipal 
bonds are generally exempt from Federal 
taxation. Nearly all of the largest and most 
established companies that are publicly traded 
pay dividends to their shareholders, which are 
generally eligible for a reduced income tax rate. 
The returns from high growth companies that 
do not pay dividends are more likely to come 
from capital gains, which also may be taxed at a 
rate lower than ordinary income if the stock 

has been held for more than a year (a long-
term capital gain). However, for short-term 
gains, these returns will be taxed at ordinary 
gain rates.

Tax-advantaged Accounts
When saving for retirement, it may be 
preferable to invest in tax-advantaged vehicles 
such as a 401(k) through your employer, an 
IRA, or a Roth IRA. Which account you choose is 
based on a variety of details; but, in general, 
these accounts can help to reduce or delay 
payment of taxes. While investing in a 401(k) 
account does have tax advantages, it is 
primarily beneficial due to any matching 
provisions that your employer may offer.

Focus on the Big Picture
While the tax implications of your decisions 
should be taken into consideration, they should 
not be the sole characteristic that is 
considered. If your tax objective is to select tax-
favorable investments, it should be consistent 
with your return rate expectations, risk 
tolerance, time horizon, and other constraints. 
Strategies like tax-harvesting can be helpful in 
reducing your tax burden, but you should not 
sell an asset merely because of tax 
considerations. You should review your goals 
comprehensively before significant transactions 
take place.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Income Sources & Total Tax

The following graphs compare your total tax liability to your income sources. This comparison demonstrates
how your overall tax burden is affected by changes to your income sources. In addition to federal and state
regular income tax, total tax includes Medicare, Social Security, Alternative Minimum Tax, and gifting and
estate taxes. The other inflows category includes insurance benefits, lifestyle asset liquidations, and other
miscellaneous income not included elsewhere.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Income Sources & Total Tax
Current Plan
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The following graphs compare your total tax liability to your income sources. This comparison demonstrates
how your overall tax burden is affected by changes to your income sources. In addition to federal and state
regular income tax, total tax includes Medicare, Social Security, Alternative Minimum Tax, and gifting and
estate taxes. The other inflows category includes insurance benefits, lifestyle asset liquidations, and other
miscellaneous income not included elsewhere.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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AN
INTRODUCTION Retirement - Setting Goals &

Addressing Risk

Setting Retirement Goals
Saving enough to support ourselves in retirement 
is often viewed as the most important financial 
goal. In order to determine the best method for 
achieving this goal, you must make several key 
considerations. What are your retirement goals? 
How do they affect the level of assets you will 
need? What level of risk can you tolerate? Based 
on your answers to these questions, a variety of 
responses may be appropriate; you may need to 
reduce expenses now or set assets aside. 
Whatever your best course of action is, the goals 
you set and the level of risk you accept are 
primary concerns.

Addressing Retirement Risks
The level of risk you can tolerate depends not 
only on your attitude toward risk, but also on 
your financial situation. The most critical point in 
determining the ability to take risk and how to 
allocate investments  for retirement is financial  
risk tolerance analysis. There are three primary 
risks that can lead to failure: financial market risk, 
longevity risk, and the risk of not saving enough.

Financial Market Risk
This includes the volatility of investment returns, 
as well as the risk to your earning power. If the 
value of investments allocated to retirement goals
drops early in the retirement period, the portfolio 
may not be able to generate the income 
necessary for cash flow needs. Too often in the 
process of formulating a strategy, a constant rate 
of return is assumed. Protracted economic 
slowdowns can greatly decrease the personal 
earnings that fund retirement, and could all but 
remove the option of earning additional income 
from employment in retirement if necessary.

Longevity Risk
While we all generally desire to live longer, there 
is risk in outliving the assets saved for retirement. 
This is especially true for those who retire early. 
For individuals retiring at age 65, there is a 70% 
chance that they will reach age 80 if female, and 
62% if male. This means that it is likely that you 
will need to save for at least 15 years of expenses 
after your work years; and potentially many 
more. This potential risk continues to increase 
alongside rising life expectancies.
 
Risk of Not Saving Enough
Retirees are increasingly relying on investment 
income from their own portfolio, employer 
defined contribution plans, and social security. 
Because of the uncertainty of returns from these 
income sources, it is difficult to determine exactly 
how much income will be available each year. 
Maximizing 401k contributions that are matched 
by employers and setting aside funds for 
retirement before being deposited into personal 
accounts are just two ways that may help you 
increase your savings.
 
By adequately identifying your retirement goals, 
how much risk you can tolerate, and what risks 
pose the greatest threat to your goals, and a 
trusted professional can take steps to most 
efficiently and effectively increase the likelihood 
that you will achieve all of your objectives in 
retirement.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Roth IRA Conversion
Converting your traditional IRA to a Roth IRA may increase retirement
income

All else equal, the Roth IRA will be
more beneficial if your income tax
rate is lower during earning years
than retirement.

All else equal, the traditional IRA will
be more beneficial if your income tax
rate is lower during retirement than
in earning years.

Which plan will be more
beneficial from a tax
perspective?

No, if the distribution qualifies and it
does not occur before age 59 ½.

Deductible contributions and earnings
are taxable in addition to a possible
penalty for early withdrawals (before
age 59 ½).

Are withdrawals taxable?

RMDs are not required.RMDs must be taken at age 70 ½.Required minimum
distributions (RMDs)

Contributions are not deductible. This
means that a conversion to a Roth will
be a taxable event.

Contributions to traditional IRAs can
be deducted if they qualify.

Deductibility of contributions

Roth IRATraditional IRACharacteristics

Denotes best choice

A Roth IRA conversion can
provide several benefits including
tax-free income and no required
minimum distributions during the
Roth IRA owner's life. Roth IRAs
are not subject to lifetime
required minimum distributions
or after-death RMDs when
transferred to a spouse. However,
a conversion from a traditional
IRA to a Roth IRA will incur an
income tax consequence on the
taxable amount of the
conversion.

A conversion will generate a tax

obligation. The amount and
timing of that should be
considered within your financial
preparations.

You may choose to pay for these
income taxes from the account at
conversion (which, in addition to
ordinary income taxes, may result
in a 10% federal income tax
penalty if you have not reached
age 59½ at the time the funds are
taken from the account to pay the
income taxes), or from an outside
source which would maximize tax
-free potential.

Distributions of taxable amounts
taken from the traditional IRA would
be taxable, while qualified
distributions taken from a Roth IRA
would be income tax-free. This is a
key benefit of the Roth IRA
conversion. However, even with the
advantage of tax-free income,
maintaining your original traditional
IRA could result in a larger annual
after-tax income than if the funds
were converted to a Roth IRA. The
benefits of both strategies should be
discussed with a trusted professional
to determine what is best for your
situation.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Income Statistics in the US

According to recent government statistics, people age 65 and older have the
following incomes:

8% have annual incomes
over $100,000

11% have annual incomes
between $60,000 and $100,000

18% have annual incomes
between $35,000 and $60,000

63% have annual incomes
under $35,000

Security was the major source of
income (providing at least 50% of
total income) for 52.3% of married
couples and 73.8% of non-married
persons aged 65 or older.

Source: Social Security
Administration, Office of Retirement
and Disability Policy, Income of the
Aged Chartbook 2012; and Income
of the Population 55 or older 2012;
Released April 2014.

times that of non-married
persons. Median income is
generally lower in older age
groups. The striking differences
by age are due in part to the
disproportionate number of non-
married women in older age
groups.

In 2012, 86% of married couples
and 85.6% of non-married
persons aged 65 or older received
Social Security benefits. Social

The median income for people
aged 65 or older is $28,056, but
there are wide differences within
the total group. Approximately
24% have income under $15,000,
and roughly 28% have an income
of $50,000 or more.

Income differences by age are
associated with differences in
marital status. Income is highest
for married couples, who have a
median income more than 2 ½

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Strategies to Achieve Financial Success in Retirement

Saving for retirement is becoming 
increasingly difficult due to rising 
costs and reduced reliance on 
retirement savings options (like 
pension plans). If your current 
strategy does not satisfy your 
anticipated needs and expenses, 
there are strategies you can use 
to help meet your goal:

Spend less: 
We all have an idea of the type of 
lifestyle we want for our 
retirement. However, 
compromises may be necessary. 
With life expectancy growing 
each decade while the retirement 
age stays relatively the same, 
retirement expenses must last 
over a longer period of time. 
With this in mind, as well as the 
risk that portfolio volatility poses, 
reducing planned retirement 
expenses may be one of the 
easiest ways to achieve success in
retirement.

Save more: 
Increasing your amount of 
monthly savings to provide the 
capital desired at retirement is a 
great way of increasing your nest 
egg. While many of us find this 
difficult, one way to ensure that 
you save more is to set up a 
regular savings plan directly from 
your paycheck. This way, no 
additional action is needed, and 
you are able to plan for regular 
expenses in pre-retirement by

Live on Less

Delay the
Day

Save More

Earn
More

Options for
Financial

Independence

using the post-savings paycheck 
amount as a baseline.

Earn more: 
Earning more money today, while 
more difficult than other options, 
is a way to increase savings for 
retirement. This includes, but is 
not limited to, working more 
hours, searching for another job, 
and making a more aggressive 
investment allocation.

Delay the start of 
Retirement: 
While we generally have a plan 
far in advance of what age we 
would like to retire, if we are 
unable to achieve a higher 
likelihood of financial success in 
retirement through the other 

means suggested here, a delayed 
retirement may be necessary. One 
particular date or age on which to 
retire is not a commitment and 
usually can be changed. If this is not 
an option that appears particularly 
appealing, spending less, saving 
more, or earning more may be steps 
that you can take to reach your 
family’s goals.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Goal Coverage

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

Current - 100% Proposed - 100%

RETIREMENT GOAL COVERAGEThis report shows progress towards the
retirement goal. That is, your ability to
cover expenses, pay taxes, and maintain
discretionary spending during your
retirement. The chart to the right
compares your current situation to the
proposed scenario.

The table below contains a comparison
of assumptions, needs, and other goals
in both the current situation and in all
other situations.

----Year of First Shortfall

$3,225,950$3,225,950Net Worth at Plan End

$3,457,229$3,457,229Net Worth at Retirement

Plan Overview

2.09%2.09%Retirement Rate of Return

2.09%2.09%Pre-Retirement Rate of Return

11/1/201611/1/2016Savings Date

$0$0Additional Lump Sum Savings

0.00%0.00%Savings Indexed At

11/1/201611/1/2016Savings Start Date

$0$0Additional Monthly Savings

$0$0Current Monthly Savings

$2,386,000$2,386,000Assets Funding Retirement

$133,962$133,9621st Year Retirement Needs*

3.00%3.00%Inflation Rate

9090Life Expectancy - Rosalie

6767Retirement Age - Rosalie

9090Life Expectancy - Louis

6868Retirement Age - Louis

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanAssumptions

* = Today's Dollars

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Needs vs. Abilities

The following graphs represent your ability to cover needs during the retirement period. Retirement needs do
not include any tax liability. Retirement abilities assume an after tax income to cover needs. Yearly deficits are
reflected by any red bars below and represent a year in which your ability to cover needs will not be sufficient.
Preparation can help to mitigate the risk of these shortfalls occurring.

Current Plan

2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2037 2039
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Proposed Plan
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Objective Comparison

This report compares your fixed retirement needs to your total retirement needs. All need calculations include
any taxes present in the plan.

Current Plan

2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2037 2039

$0

$50,000

$100,000

$150,000

$200,000

$250,000

$300,000

Total Needs (incl. taxes) Fixed Needs (incl. taxes)

Proposed Plan

2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2037 2039

$0

$50,000

$100,000

$150,000

$200,000

$250,000

$300,000

Total Needs (incl. taxes) Fixed Needs (incl. taxes)

Note: Some expenses in this assessment may include an annual inflation rate. This means your income needs may increase each year 
according to this rate.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Income Comparison

The information in the following graphs compares your projected fixed income in retirement with your fixed
and total needs in retirement. The shortfalls represent the inability of those income sources to cover expenses
in retirement, purely from a cash flow perspective. This means that shortfalls will be reflected even if assets
are available to be redeemed. You should review the availability of those assets in light of any shortfalls that
occur so that you can adequately meet your financial goals. All need calculations include any taxes present in
the plan.

2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2037 2039

$0
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$100,000
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Earned Income Fixed Needs (incl. taxes) Total Needs (incl. taxes)

Current Plan
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$300,000

Shortfall Social Security Pension Income Annuity Payments

Earned Income Fixed Needs (incl. taxes) Total Needs (incl. taxes)

Proposed Plan

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Assets at Retirement

$2,150,251$3,476,445$2,150,251$3,476,445Total Assets

-$737,126-$737,126Lifestyle Assets

$1,456,062$1,456,062$1,456,062$1,456,062Qualified Assets

$694,188$1,283,257$694,188$1,283,257Non-Qualified Assets

Funding
Retirement

TotalFunding
Retirement

Total

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanAsset Summary

68%

32%

68%

32%

Qualified Assets Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Annuities Non-Qualified Annuities

Current Plan Proposed Plan

This report displays the total assets available to fund the retirement goal-in the year of retirement-for the
selected plan scenarios. The assets shown in this report include those specifically designated for the
retirement goal as well as other unallocated assets (i.e. Business and Real Estate Assets). Use this report to
determine the total assets available to fund retirement.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Objective Coverage

This report compares retirement needs to retirement incomes and assets. Under the current scenario, 100% 
of your retirement needs are met and under the proposed scenario 100% of your retirement needs are met.

2017 2019 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2037 2039
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Fixed Needs (incl. taxes) Total Needs (incl. Taxes)

Current Plan
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Capital Comparison

Retirement Withdrawal Rate for 2018 - 4.0%

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040
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$1,000,000
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$2,000,000

Non-Qualified Annuities Qualified Annuities Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Assets

Current Plan

Proposed Plan

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040

$0

$500,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$2,000,000

Non-Qualified Annuities Qualified Annuities Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Assets

Retirement Withdrawal Rate for 2018 - 4.0%

This report displays changes to the value of your retirement assets over your retirement. These assets include 
all qualified and non-qualified assets allocated to fund your retirement goals. This report also displays the 
date for major events in the plan to help better show how these events affect the value of retirement assets. 
Note: The values for retirement assets shown in this report are year end values.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Probability of Success - Retirement

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040

$0

$500,000

$1,000,000

$1,500,000

$2,000,000

$2,500,000

Current Plan 90th Percentile Current Plan 50th Percentile Current Plan 10th Percentile

Proposed Plan 90th Percentile Proposed Plan 50th Percentile Proposed Plan 10th Percentile

PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS: RETIREMENT

LIKELY

SOMEWHAT
LIKELY

UNLIKELY

Current - 76% Proposed - 74%

The following report displays the results 
of Monte Carlo simulations run for your 
retirement goal. The results are derived 
from 500 simulations and the specified 
retirement goal. 

The chart to the right represents the 
overall likelihood of success for the 
retirement goal. The graph below 
projects the likelihood of achieving a 
given net worth over time for each 
selected scenario.

Value of Investments funding Retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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What Are My Retirement Goal Options?

The following options can help you
achieve your retirement goal. You can
use any of these options, or a
combination of several options to reach
100% goal coverage.

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

Current - 100% Proposed - 100%

RETIREMENT GOAL COVERAGE

You have the ability to fund 104% of expenses.Goal Coverage is 100%.

Proposed Plan

You have the ability to fund 104% of expenses.Goal Coverage is 100%.

Current Plan

Retire InORSave a Lump SumORSave MonthlyORAlter Spending

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Goal Coverage
Current Plan

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

100%

RETIREMENT GOAL COVERAGEThis report shows progress towards the
retirement goal. That is, your ability to
cover expenses, pay taxes, and maintain
discretionary spending during your
retirement. The chart to the right shows
your Current Plan.

The table below contains the
assumptions and needs for your Current
Plan.

--Year of First Shortfall

$3,225,950Net Worth at Plan End

$3,457,229Net Worth at Retirement

Plan Overview

2.09%Retirement Rate of Return

2.09%Pre-Retirement Rate of Return

11/1/2016Savings Date

$0Additional Lump Sum Savings

0.00%Savings Indexed At

11/1/2016Savings Start Date

$0Additional Monthly Savings

$0Current Monthly Savings

$2,386,000Assets Funding Retirement

$133,9621st Year Retirement Needs*

3.00%Inflation Rate

90Life Expectancy - Rosalie

67Retirement Age - Rosalie

90Life Expectancy - Louis

68Retirement Age - Louis

Current PlanAssumptions

* = Today's Dollars

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Needs vs. Abilities
Current Plan

The following graph represents your ability to cover needs during the retirement period. Retirement needs do
not include any tax liability. Retirement abilities assume an after tax income to cover needs. Yearly deficits are
reflected by any red bars below and represent a year in which your ability to cover needs will not be sufficient.
Preparation can help to mitigate the risk of these shortfalls occurring.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Capital
Current Plan

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040
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$2,100,000

Non-Qualified Annuities Qualified Annuities Non-Qualified Assets Qualified Assets

Current Plan Retirement Withdrawal Rate for 2018 - 4.0%

This report displays changes to the value of your retirement assets over your retirement. These assets include 
all qualified and non-qualified assets allocated to fund your retirement goals. This report also displays the 
date for major events in the plan to help better show how these events affect the value of retirement assets. 
Note: The values for retirement assets shown in this report are year end values.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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What Are My Retirement Goal Options?
Current Plan

Congratulations, you have met your retirement goal!  To make the most of your retirement consider the 
options below.

2016 2018 2020 2022 2024 2026 2028 2030 2032 2034 2036 2038 2040
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$300,000
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$1,200,000

$1,500,000

$1,800,000

Social Security Other Income Asset Withdrawals Shortfall

Louis retires at age 68.

Rosalie retires at age 67.

Change annual spending to $125,836. 

Retire InAlter Spending

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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The following report illustrates the activity in your qualified accounts throughout the retirement period. Required minimum distributions and
additional qualified distributions provide income that is used to cover your retirement needs. While qualified accounts may be a large part of your
retirement portfolio, it is important to note that others assets dedicated to your retirement goals are not included in the table below. Managing
your qualified accounts is important and should be reviewed in detail to help you reach your goals.

Qualified Account Activity in Retirement
Current Plan

EOY Market
Value4

GrowthContributionsAdditional
Distributions3

Co-Client's
RMDs

Client's RMDs2SOY Market
Value1

AgeYear

$1,696,063$10,063$0$0$0$0$1,686,00067/662016

$1,468,441($211,623)$0$0$0$0$1,696,063*68/67*2017

$1,498,992$30,551$0$0$0$0$1,468,44169/682018

$1,530,178$31,186$0$0$0$0$1,498,99270/692019

$1,524,157$31,384$0$0$0$37,406$1,530,17871/702020

$1,501,852$31,066$0$0$15,323$38,047$1,524,15772/712021

$1,478,162$30,591$0$0$15,586$38,695$1,501,85273/722022

$1,453,049$30,087$0$0$15,851$39,348$1,478,16274/732023

$1,426,476$29,553$0$0$16,119$40,007$1,453,04975/742024

$1,398,407$28,989$0$0$16,388$40,669$1,426,47676/752025

$1,369,003$28,396$0$0$16,660$41,141$1,398,40777/762026

$1,338,116$27,774$0$0$16,853$41,807$1,369,00378/772027

$1,305,855$27,122$0$0$17,126$42,258$1,338,11679/782028

$1,272,292$26,444$0$0$17,311$42,696$1,305,85580/792029

$1,237,423$25,738$0$0$17,490$43,118$1,272,29281/802030

$1,167,969$25,006$0$33,274$17,663$43,522$1,237,42382/812031

$1,084,533$23,554$0$45,256$17,829$43,906$1,167,96983/822032

$996,403$21,812$0$47,691$17,986$44,266$1,084,53384/832033

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results,
and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for
investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations.
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EOY Market
Value4

GrowthContributionsAdditional
Distributions3

Co-Client's
RMDs

Client's RMDs2SOY Market
Value1

AgeYear

$903,482$19,976$0$50,468$18,133$44,297$996,40385/842034

$791,809$18,043$0$67,286$18,146$44,284$903,48286/852035

$670,301$15,770$0$79,024$15,998$42,257$791,80987/862036

$542,127$13,317$0$89,429$13,027$39,035$670,30188/872037

$407,037$10,740$0$101,205$9,472$35,153$542,12789/882038

$264,779$8,041$0$114,868$5,217$30,213$407,03790/892039

$246,781$5,228$0$0$23,226$0$264,779-/902040
1 SOY denotes start of year. 2RMDs are the required minimum distributions for your qualified accounts. 3Additional distributions consist of any capital withdrawals as well as any investment income that has not been reinvested 
above the required minimum withdrawal amount.  4EOY denotes end of year.

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results,
and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for
investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Income & Expenses
Current Plan

This report shows your annual cash flow during the retirement period, for the selected scenario. Positive cash flow values are shown in bold
whereas negative values are shown in red and in parentheses. Use this report to show detailed cash flow information and thereby demonstrate the
underlying numbers that comprise the year-over-year cash flow graphs.

ShortfallTotal Needs
(incl. taxes)

Fixed Needs
(incl. taxes)

Non-Qualified
Proceeds

Additional
Qualified
Proceeds

Required
Minimum

Distributions

Earned IncomeAnnuity
Payments

Social SecurityAgeYear

 -$178,397$178,397$0$0$0$184,542$15,999$29,445*68/67*2017

 -$174,904$174,904$86,116$0$0$0$15,999$72,78869/682018

 -$178,956$178,956$87,985$0$0$0$15,999$74,97270/692019

 -$178,709$178,709$48,083$0$37,406$0$15,999$77,22171/702020

 -$181,845$181,845$32,937$0$53,370$0$15,999$79,53872/712021

 -$186,735$186,735$34,531$0$54,281$0$15,999$81,92473/722022

 -$191,772$191,772$36,191$0$55,200$0$15,999$84,38274/732023

 -$196,959$196,959$37,921$0$56,126$0$15,999$86,91375/742024

 -$202,300$202,300$39,722$0$57,058$0$15,999$89,52176/752025

 -$207,790$207,790$41,784$0$57,800$0$15,999$92,20677/762026

 -$213,449$213,449$43,817$0$58,660$0$15,999$94,97278/772027

 -$219,269$219,269$46,064$0$59,384$0$15,999$97,82279/782028

 -$225,256$225,256$48,495$0$60,006$0$15,999$100,75680/792029

 -$231,420$231,420$51,035$0$60,608$0$15,999$103,77981/802030

 -$229,447$229,447$12,097$33,274$61,185$0$15,999$106,89282/812031

 -$233,088$233,088$0$45,256$61,734$0$15,999$110,09983/822032

 -$239,344$239,344$0$47,691$62,251$0$15,999$113,40284/832033

 -$245,701$245,701$0$50,468$62,430$0$15,999$116,80485/842034

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results,
and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for
investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations.
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ShortfallTotal Needs
(incl. taxes)

Fixed Needs
(incl. taxes)

Non-Qualified
Proceeds

Additional
Qualified
Proceeds

Required
Minimum

Distributions

Earned IncomeAnnuity
Payments

Social SecurityAgeYear

 -$266,023$266,023$0$67,286$62,429$0$15,999$120,30886/852035

 -$277,195$277,195$0$79,024$58,255$0$15,999$123,91787/862036

 -$285,125$285,125$0$89,429$52,062$0$15,999$127,63588/872037

 -$293,293$293,293$0$101,205$44,625$0$15,999$131,46489/882038

 -$301,706$301,706$0$114,868$35,430$0$15,999$135,40890/892039

 -$262,693$262,693$158,822$0$23,226$0$0$80,645-/902040

* = year of retirement 

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results,
and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for
investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations.
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This report displays a yearly summary of changes to the value of retirement assets for the selected scenario. 
Additionally, all other (non-retirement) assets are shown in the EOY Other Assets column in order to show the 
potential for additional ability to cover spending needs.

Retirement Asset Accumulation & Depletion
Current Plan

EOY Other
Assets

EOY Assets4Withdrawal
Rate

Withdrawals3Contributions2Growth &
Reinvestments

SOY  Assets1AgeYear

$1,321,141$2,394,3140.0%$0$0$8,314$2,386,00067/662016

$1,329,816$2,159,7420.0%$15,999$0($218,573)$2,394,314*68/672017

$1,338,840$2,097,2954.0%$86,116$0$23,669$2,159,74269/682018

$1,348,220$2,034,5404.2%$87,985$0$25,231$2,097,29570/692019

$1,357,961$1,975,4154.2%$85,488$0$26,363$2,034,54071/702020

$1,368,068$1,915,6814.4%$86,308$0$26,574$1,975,41572/712021

$1,378,547$1,853,3414.6%$88,812$0$26,471$1,915,68173/722022

$1,389,403$1,788,3024.9%$91,391$0$26,352$1,853,34174/732023

$1,400,643$1,720,4725.3%$94,046$0$26,216$1,788,30275/742024

$1,412,273$1,649,7545.6%$96,780$0$26,062$1,720,47276/752025

$1,424,298$1,576,0646.0%$99,584$0$25,894$1,649,75477/762026

$1,436,726$1,499,2996.5%$102,478$0$25,713$1,576,06478/772027

$1,449,561$1,419,3687.0%$105,448$0$25,518$1,499,29979/782028

$1,462,812$1,336,1817.6%$108,501$0$25,314$1,419,36880/792029

$1,476,484$1,249,6418.4%$111,642$0$25,102$1,336,18181/802030

$1,490,585$1,167,9698.5%$106,556$0$24,884$1,249,64182/812031

$1,505,121$1,084,5339.2%$106,990$0$23,554$1,167,96983/822032

$1,520,101$996,40310.1%$109,942$0$21,812$1,084,53384/832033

$1,535,530$903,48211.3%$112,897$0$19,976$996,40385/842034

$1,551,417$791,80914.4%$129,715$0$18,043$903,48286/852035

$1,567,769$670,30117.3%$137,279$0$15,770$791,80987/862036

$1,584,595$542,12721.1%$141,491$0$13,317$670,30188/872037

$1,601,901$407,03726.9%$145,829$0$10,740$542,12789/882038

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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EOY Other
Assets

EOY Assets4Withdrawal
Rate

Withdrawals3Contributions2Growth &
Reinvestments

SOY  Assets1AgeYear

$1,619,697$1,764,7790.0%$150,299$1,500,000$8,041$407,03790/892039

$1,637,991$1,587,96010.3%$182,048$0$5,228$1,764,779-/902040

1SOY denotes start of year. 2Includes all additional funds added to assets funding the retirement goal. 3Includes all assets removed from the assets funding the 
retirement goal. 4Denotes end of year assets allocated to the retirement goal.

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Retirement Need & Investable Assets
Current Plan

This report displays a yearly summary of your incomes, expenses, asset withdrawal needs, and asset balances for the selected plan scenario. The
amounts included in the withdrawal amounts and the end of year balances of the investable accounts include values from accounts specifically
designated to the retirement goal.

Total
Balance

Roth
Accounts

Qualified
Accounts

Non-
Qualified
Accounts

Roth
Accounts

Qualified
Accounts

Non-
Qualified
Accounts

Withdrawals
Needed

Total
Expenses

(incl. taxes)

Other
Inflows

Pre-Tax
Income

Year & Age

EOY Investable Account BalancesPre-Tax Annual Withdrawals/
(Contributions/Reinvestments)

Retirement Needs

$2,159,742$135,454$1,332,987$691,301$0$0$0($51,589)$178,397$0$229,9862017 (*68/67*)

$2,097,295$138,272$1,360,720$598,303$0$0$86,116$86,116$174,904$0$88,7882018 (69/68)

$2,034,540$141,149$1,389,030$504,362$0$0$87,985$87,985$178,956$0$90,9712019 (70/69)

$1,975,415$144,085$1,380,071$451,259$0$37,406$48,083$85,488$178,709$0$93,2202020 (71/70)

$1,915,681$147,083$1,354,769$413,830$0$53,370$32,937$86,308$181,845$0$95,5372021 (72/71)

$1,853,341$150,143$1,328,019$375,179$0$54,281$34,531$88,812$186,735$0$97,9232022 (73/72)

$1,788,302$153,267$1,299,782$335,253$0$55,200$36,191$91,391$191,772$0$100,3812023 (74/73)

$1,720,472$156,455$1,270,021$293,996$0$56,126$37,921$94,046$196,959$0$102,9122024 (75/74)

$1,649,754$159,710$1,238,697$251,347$0$57,058$39,722$96,780$202,300$0$105,5202025 (76/75)

$1,576,064$163,033$1,205,970$207,061$0$57,800$41,784$99,584$207,790$0$108,2052026 (77/76)

$1,499,299$166,425$1,171,691$161,182$0$58,660$43,817$102,478$213,449$0$110,9722027 (78/77)

$1,419,368$169,887$1,135,967$113,514$0$59,384$46,064$105,448$219,269$0$113,8212028 (79/78)

$1,336,181$173,422$1,098,870$63,889$0$60,006$48,495$108,501$225,256$0$116,7552029 (80/79)

$1,249,641$177,030$1,060,393$12,218$0$60,608$51,035$111,642$231,420$0$119,7782030 (81/80)

$1,167,969$147,439$1,020,530$0$33,274$61,185$12,097$106,556$229,447$0$122,8912031 (82/81)

$1,084,533$105,250$979,283$0$45,256$61,734$0$106,990$233,088$0$126,0982032 (83/82)

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results,
and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for
investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations.
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$996,403$59,749$936,654$0$47,691$62,251$0$109,942$239,344$0$129,4012033 (84/83)

$903,482$10,524$892,957$0$50,468$62,430$0$112,897$245,701$0$132,8032034 (85/84)

$791,809$0$791,809$0$10,743$118,972$0$129,715$266,023$0$136,3072035 (86/85)

$670,301$0$670,301$0$0$137,279$0$137,279$277,195$0$139,9172036 (87/86)

$542,127$0$542,127$0$0$141,491$0$141,491$285,125$0$143,6342037 (88/87)

$407,037$0$407,037$0$0$145,829$0$145,829$293,293$0$147,4632038 (89/88)

$1,764,779$0$264,779$1,500,000$0$150,299$0$150,299$301,706$0$151,4072039 (90/89)

$1,587,960$0$246,781$1,341,178$0$23,226$158,822$182,048$262,693$0$80,6452040 (-/90)

* = year of retirement

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual investment results,
and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for
investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses would materially reduce these calculations.
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Monte Carlo Goal Coverage - Retirement
Current Plan

This report displays details for each trial in the simulation. Values for each trial are shown with respect to Goal
Coverage, these values are then further organized by their relative rates of success. This report allows you to
compare scenarios by determining which scenarios are more likely to produce successful trials.

Your Ability to Cover Retirement Needs
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For this analysis, 500 trials were run. The 
results are as follows:
- In 499 trials, 90% or more of the goal 
was covered.
- In 1 trials, between 65% and 90% of the 
goal was covered.
- In 0 trials, 65% or less of the goal was 
covered.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Assets Dedicated to the Retirement Goal
Current Plan

In order to meet your retirement goal, you will need to dedicate assets to fund it. The following table reflects
the accounts that you have chosen to fund these objectives. By determining which assets are available to fund
your future, you will be more likely to meet your target.

Value at Start of
Goal

Return %Cost BasisPresent Market
Value

% Allocated
to Goal

Account

$943,2353.11%$0$927,000100%Louis

$68,1733.11%n/a$67,000100%Louis

$694,1880.00%$0$700,00057%Joint

$378,5153.11%$0$372,000100%Rosalie

$66,1383.11%n/a$65,000100%Rosalie

$00.00%$0$0100%Life Insurance Proceeds

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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The following table shows the projected expenses in your retirement years. By identifying and managing these
expenses, you can increase your chances of reaching your retirement goals.

Itemized Retirement Spending
Current Plan

Fixed?Index RateAnnual
Amount

End DateStart DateMemberExpense

Retirement Expenses

Yes3.00%$120,99712/31/20408/1/2017JointRetirement Expense

Liabilities in Retirement

Yes3.25%$3,30012/30/201912/31/2015JointMortgage 2

Yes2.00%$4,2006/30/202012/31/2015JointCar Loans

Insurance in Retirement

Yes0.00%$2,712--10/21/2016LouisLife Insurance

Yes0.00%$2,220--10/21/2016RosalieLife Insurance

Yes0.00%$1,80012/31/20391/1/2016LouisLTC Insurance

Yes0.00%$1,70412/31/20401/1/2016RosalieLTC Insurance

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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INTRODUCTION
AN Emergency Fund:

Planning For Any Situation

Financial uncertainty tests our ability to plan 
for the future. Setting aside funds in case of an 
emergency is one of the most important goals 
in financial planning. While short-term needs 
such as car repairs and new appliances occur 
from time-to-time, lost jobs, medical, or other 
expenses can be devastating without proper 
planning. Emergency funds are intended 
specifically for unexpected events and not for 
anticipated expenses such as property taxes, 
college tuition, or a vacation. Adequate 
preparation for emergencies is much more 
efficient than selling assets, which would likely 
occur at reduced values.
 
Although your emergency fund should reflect 
your own personal financial situation, it is 
generally accepted that it should be able to 
cover at least three to six months of regular 
expenses. If you have not yet started an 
emergency fund, do not worry. The key to a 
successful emergency fund is to accumulate 
funds consistently; attempting to build this 
amount up over a short period of time can be 
difficult or even impossible. Setting 
manageable goals makes it easier to attain 
them and creates consistent behavior. One way 
of accomplishing this is to create a separate 
savings account and have a steady amount 
directly deposited into that account.
 

While the general rule of thumb is to save 
enough to cover six months of expenses, a 
research study by bankrate.com revealed that 
only ‘25% of Americans have that amount 
saved.’ Similarly, the study showed that ‘more 
than 25% have not saved anything in case of 
emergencies.’ Of course, it is important to 
cover necessary expenses first. After 
accounting for these expenses and your future 
goals, saving funds in case of emergency 
becomes very important. Without an 
emergency fund to guard against potential 
setbacks, you may be setting yourself up for 
disappointment in the future.

The key to a successful emergency
fund is to accumulate funds
consistently. Setting manageable
goals makes it easier to attain them
and creates consistent behavior.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Emergency Reserves

Many professionals suggest that
an emergency reserve fund
should equal three to six month’s
income. However, this is merely a
rule of thumb, and does not take
into account your personal
situation. While this rule is meant
to provide support for your family
in case you lost your income for
this period, consideration of how
much financial impact other
emergencies could have also
needs to be taken into account.

Consider the case in which you
earn an annual income of
$100,000 and would like 6
months of reserves to cover
emergencies, or $50,000. Would
you be able to meet this amount
by liquidating your accounts?

In the accompanying table, we
see an example where emergency
funds can cover the

$47,000$60,000Total

$30,000$40,000401(k) Account

$12,000$15,000Non-Qualified Investment Account

$5,000$5,000Savings Account

Amount Available after Taxes and FeesAmount SavedAccount

required amount before
considering taxes and fees.
However, after withdrawals, it
may be a different story. The
hypothetical example imputes
taxes on the gains in the non-
qualified investment account.  In
the case of a qualified account
such as a 401k, both regular taxes
and an early withdrawal tax of

$50,000 Annual Income $100,000 Annual Income $200,000 Annual Income

$0

$30,000

$60,000

$90,000

$120,000

$150,000

$180,000

$210,000

3 Months Reserves 6 Month Reserves Annual Income

Annual Household Income

10% may be applicable. Based on
the characteristics of your accounts,
you may be liable for less or
potentially more taxes than in this
scenario. The important
consideration when preparing for
emergencies is how much would be
available to you on short notice and
after taxes.

Example: Effects of Taxes & Fees on Savings

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Emergency Fund Goal Coverage

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

Current - 100% Proposed - 100%

Your ability to cover your emergency
fund goal is determined by comparing
your available resources against the total
expected value of the goal.

The following report shows details for
your emergency fund goal and the
projected goal coverage amount for each
scenario.

EMERGENCY FUND GOAL COVERAGE

 -- --Shortfall

$98,843$103,827Capital at Start of Goal

$23,034$23,034Target Amount (Today's $)

Goal Coverage Results

11/1/201611/1/2016Savings Date

$0$0Additional Lump Sum Savings

0.00%0.00%Savings Indexed At

11/1/201611/1/2016Savings Start Date

$0$0Additional Monthly Savings

1.92%0.00%Return Rate on Assets

601Savings Period (Months)

$0$0Current Monthly Savings

$104,000$104,000Assets Available Today

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanResources

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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What Are My Emergency Fund Goal Options?

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

Current - 100% Proposed - 100%

The following options will help you to
achieve 100% success for your
emergency fund goal. You can use any of
these options, or a combination of
several options to reach 100% goal
coverage.

EMERGENCY FUND GOAL COVERAGE

Goal Coverage is 100%. You have the ability to fund 348% of expenses.

Proposed Plan

Goal Coverage is 100%. You have the ability to fund 366% of expenses.

Current Plan

Extend Savings
Period To*

ORSave a Lump SumORSave MonthlyORAlter Spending

*Sufficient Emergency Fund capital will not be attained within the maximum Savings Period of 60 months.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Emergency Fund Goal Coverage
Current Plan

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

100%

Your ability to cover your emergency
fund goal is determined by comparing
your available resources against the total
expected value of the goal.

The following report shows the details
and the projected goal coverage amount
for your Current Plan.

EMERGENCY FUND GOAL COVERAGE

 --Shortfall

$103,827Capital at Start of Goal

$23,034Target Amount (Today's $)

Goal Coverage Results

11/1/2016Savings Date

$0Additional Lump Sum Savings

0.00%Savings Indexed At

11/1/2016Savings Start Date

$0Additional Monthly Savings

0.00%Return Rate on Assets

1Savings Period (Months)

$0Current Monthly Savings

$104,000Assets Available Today

Current PlanResources

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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What Are My Emergency Fund Goal Options?
Current Plan

The following options can help you 
achieve your emergency fund goal. You 
can use any of these options, or a 
combination of several options to reach 
100% goal coverage.

$23,034

$84,359

Current CapitalTarget Amount

Goal Coverage is 100%. You have the ability to fund 366% of expenses.

Alter Spending

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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than the general rate of inflation, a trend that 
should be reflected in your analysis.

The Little Risk
The top objection against insurance of all 
varieties is: “what if I buy insurance and don’t 
use it?” While it is natural to want something 
tangible in return for payments, insurance 
discussions should always revolve around risk. 
Premiums cover the risk of a future LTC need, 
which is substantial. The larger risk, however, is 
becoming disabled without a safety net. It is 
highly unlikely that your financial goals will be 
negatively impacted by paying premiums. 
Conversely, loss of all or even a portion of 
income due to medical needs is very likely to 
have a significant and negative impact on your 
goals.

Long-term Care (LTC) insurance protects 
against large, out-of-pocket medical expenses 
in case you (or a family member) are unable to 
perform daily activities due to illness, injury, or 
accident. LTC insurance is unique in that it will 
provide for your needs over a longer period of 
time. For example, in the case of disability 
insurance your lost income will only be 
replaced at the time of injury, not throughout 
the duration of your care and recovery period.

The benefits of LTC insurance increase when it 
is purchased earlier in life; premiums decrease 
progressively the earlier the policy is 
purchased. The annual premium for an 
individual purchasing LTC coverage at age 50 is 
roughly one quarter of the cost of the same 
coverage purchased at age 65.

The Big Risk
Data shows that LTC is required more often 
than we would like to believe. According to the 
Wall Street Journal, a 65 year old couple has a 
75% chance that at least one member will 
require LTC. Unfortunately, this risk is 
something that many people overlook - the 
consequences of which can be financially 
overwhelming.

LTC can be a daunting prospect both in terms 
of the frequency with which it is required and 
its associated costs. Per LTC Tree, 75% of single 
people and 50% of couples spend their entire 
savings within one year of entering a nursing 
home. Like other healthcare expenses, LTC 
costs have been growing much more quickly

 Long-Term Care - The high cost of low coverageINTRODUCTION
AN

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Do we meet our needs if Louis requires long-term care services?
Long-term Care Needs vs. Abilities

The following graphs represent your ability to cover needs starting in the year in which you are projected to
require long-term care services. Yearly deficits are reflected in the red bars and represent a year in which your
abilities will not be enough to cover long-term care needs. Preparation can help to mitigate the risk of these
shortfalls occurring.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
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Does our income cover our expenses if Louis requires long-term care?
Long-term Care Cash Inflows vs. Outflows

Your ability to continue to achieve your financial goals in the event that long-term care (LTC) services are
required can be modeled by comparing the cash inflows you expect to receive to the outflows for which you
are responsible. The numbers in the table below represent those total future values in case you require long-
term care. The average monthly LTC shortfall is a present value figure based on those totals and the LTC
analysis period length. Due to calculation differences, your approved coverage amount may be different than
what is represented here.

$0$0Average Monthly LTC Shortfall

$2,100,891$2,100,891Total Deficit

$3,073,400$3,073,400Total Outflows

$254,673$254,673Surplus Outflows

$470,755$470,755Taxes

$117,107$117,107Other Outflows2

$14,178$14,178Non-Qualified Contributions

$2,216,686$2,216,686Lifestyle & Medical Expenses

Outflows

$5,174,291$5,174,291Total Inflows

$2,250,000$2,250,000Other Inflows1

$714,238$714,238Non-Qualified Proceeds

$725,624$725,624Qualified Proceeds

$1,004,615$1,004,615Pension & Social Security Income

$415,817$415,817Long-term Care Income

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanInflows

1 Other Inflows includes any other miscellaneous income, non-long-term care insurance benefits, and lifestyle asset liquidations. 2 

Other Outflows includes employment, investment, and other miscellaneous expenses.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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If Louis requires long-term care services
How Much LTC Insurance is Needed?

Your long-term care (LTC) goal coverage is
determined by how much of your cash outflows
are covered by your cash inflows. A deficit
indicates that additional coverage is needed.
The average monthly deficit is a present value
figure based on any future deficits that occur
over the long-term care coverage period.

It is important to note that because of
calculation differences, the amount of coverage
recommended and that you are approved for
may be very different than your average
monthly shortfall. Due to other considerations,
it is possible that goal coverage is not met even
though inflows are greater than outflows.

LONG-TERM CARE GOAL COVERAGE

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

Current - 100% Proposed - 100%

$0$0Average Monthly LTC Shortfall

$2,100,891$2,100,891Total Deficit

$3,073,400$3,073,400Total Outflows

$5,174,291$5,174,291Total Inflows

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanInflows vs. Outflows
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$9,000

$12,000

$15,000

Average Monthly Inflow Average Monthly Outflow

Proposed PlanCurrent Plan

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
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Louis requires long-term care
Long-term Care Net Worth Comparison

The following graphs represent the effect that requiring long-term care (LTC) services would have on your net
worth in three different scenarios. The first is the case in which LTC is never required. The second is a base
case that is meant to reflect an average LTC scenario. The third case indicates what impact relatively early LTC
would have on your net worth. Long-term care services can be very expensive, but proper planning can help
reduce the risk of prematurely depleting your nest egg.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
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Do we meet our needs if Louis requires long-term care services? - Current Plan
Long-term Care Needs vs. Abilities

The following graph represents your ability to cover needs starting in the year in which you are projected to
require long-term care services. Yearly deficits are reflected in the red bars and represent a year in which your
abilities will not be enough to cover long-term care needs. Preparation can help to mitigate the risk of these
shortfalls occurring.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
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If Louis requires long-term care services - Current Plan
How Much LTC Insurance is Needed?

Your long-term care (LTC) goal coverage is
determined by how much of your cash outflows
are covered by your cash inflows. A deficit
indicates that additional coverage is needed.
The average monthly deficit is a present value
figure based on any future deficits that occur
over the long-term care coverage period.

It is important to note that because of
calculation differences, the amount of coverage
recommended and that you are approved for
may be very different than your average
monthly shortfall. Due to other considerations,
it is possible that goal coverage is not met even
though inflows are greater than outflows.

LONG-TERM CARE GOAL COVERAGE

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

100%

$0Average Monthly LTC Shortfall

$2,100,891Total Deficit

$3,073,400Total Outflows

$5,174,291Total Inflows

Current PlanInflows vs. Outflows
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Do we meet our needs if Rosalie requires long-term care services?
Long-term Care Needs vs. Abilities

The following graphs represent your ability to cover needs starting in the year in which you are projected to
require long-term care services. Yearly deficits are reflected in the red bars and represent a year in which your
abilities will not be enough to cover long-term care needs. Preparation can help to mitigate the risk of these
shortfalls occurring.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
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Does our income cover our expenses if Rosalie requires long-term care?
Long-term Care Cash Inflows vs. Outflows

Your ability to continue to achieve your financial goals in the event that long-term care (LTC) services are
required can be modeled by comparing the cash inflows you expect to receive to the outflows for which you
are responsible. The numbers in the table below represent those total future values in case you require long-
term care. The average monthly LTC shortfall is a present value figure based on those totals and the LTC
analysis period length. Due to calculation differences, your approved coverage amount may be different than
what is represented here.

$0$0Average Monthly LTC Shortfall

$1,981,954$1,981,954Total Deficit

$2,804,982$2,804,982Total Outflows

$266,332$266,332Surplus Outflows

$524,688$524,688Taxes

$133,141$133,141Other Outflows2

$14,830$14,830Non-Qualified Contributions

$1,865,990$1,865,990Lifestyle & Medical Expenses

Outflows

$4,786,936$4,786,936Total Inflows

$2,250,000$2,250,000Other Inflows1

$446,146$446,146Non-Qualified Proceeds

$623,162$623,162Qualified Proceeds

$871,043$871,043Pension & Social Security Income

$436,593$436,593Long-term Care Income

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanInflows

1 Other Inflows includes any other miscellaneous income, non-long-term care insurance benefits, and lifestyle asset liquidations. 2 

Other Outflows includes employment, investment, and other miscellaneous expenses.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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If Rosalie requires long-term care services
How Much LTC Insurance is Needed?

Your long-term care (LTC) goal coverage is
determined by how much of your cash outflows
are covered by your cash inflows. A deficit
indicates that additional coverage is needed.
The average monthly deficit is a present value
figure based on any future deficits that occur
over the long-term care coverage period.

It is important to note that because of
calculation differences, the amount of coverage
recommended and that you are approved for
may be very different than your average
monthly shortfall. Due to other considerations,
it is possible that goal coverage is not met even
though inflows are greater than outflows.

LONG-TERM CARE GOAL COVERAGE

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

Current - 100% Proposed - 100%

$0$0Average Monthly LTC Shortfall

$1,981,954$1,981,954Total Deficit

$2,804,982$2,804,982Total Outflows

$4,786,936$4,786,936Total Inflows

Proposed PlanCurrent PlanInflows vs. Outflows
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Rosalie requires long-term care
Long-term Care Net Worth Comparison

The following graphs represent the effect that requiring long-term care (LTC) services would have on your net
worth in three different scenarios. The first is the case in which LTC is never required. The second is a base
case that is meant to reflect an average LTC scenario. The third case indicates what impact relatively early LTC
would have on your net worth. Long-term care services can be very expensive, but proper planning can help
reduce the risk of prematurely depleting your nest egg.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Do we meet our needs if Rosalie requires long-term care services? - Current Plan
Long-term Care Needs vs. Abilities

The following graph represents your ability to cover needs starting in the year in which you are projected to
require long-term care services. Yearly deficits are reflected in the red bars and represent a year in which your
abilities will not be enough to cover long-term care needs. Preparation can help to mitigate the risk of these
shortfalls occurring.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
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would materially reduce these calculations.
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If Rosalie requires long-term care services - Current Plan
How Much LTC Insurance is Needed?

Your long-term care (LTC) goal coverage is
determined by how much of your cash outflows
are covered by your cash inflows. A deficit
indicates that additional coverage is needed.
The average monthly deficit is a present value
figure based on any future deficits that occur
over the long-term care coverage period.

It is important to note that because of
calculation differences, the amount of coverage
recommended and that you are approved for
may be very different than your average
monthly shortfall. Due to other considerations,
it is possible that goal coverage is not met even
though inflows are greater than outflows.

LONG-TERM CARE GOAL COVERAGE

STRONG
PARTIAL

INSUFFICIENT

100%

$0Average Monthly LTC Shortfall

$1,981,954Total Deficit

$2,804,982Total Outflows

$4,786,936Total Inflows

Current PlanInflows vs. Outflows
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
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What are Monte Carlo Analyses?
Monte Carlo is, in fact, a city in Monaco known 
for its gambling. However, Monte Carlo is also a 
statistical simulation method that was named 
after the well-known gambling center.   It has 
been used in many applications, but is 
particularly useful with a financial analysis due 
to its ability to demonstrate possibilities.

Why Should I Care About Monte Carlo?
If you are preparing for retirement, you should 
care a lot about Monte Carlo. There is 
tremendous uncertainty in the world and that 
affects your financial situation; as a result, you 
need a method to demonstrate how that 
uncertainty can affect your savings and 
potential ability to spend. 

Analyzing Your Results
There are a number of ways to look at the 
results of a Monte Carlo simulation. The first is 
to look at the overall probability of success. 
This probability represents the most likely 
simulation case and is a good guide if you 
would like a general idea of the likelihood of 
reaching your goals in the future. A second way 
to look at your results is to look at a time series 
chart that details how your assets perform over 
time. By analyzing Monte Carlo in this way, you 
are able to see how variability in asset 
performance leads to the final result of success 
or failure of your goals. Ultimately, the 
underlying uncertainty in your financial 
situation can lead to very different outcomes.

The only thing that you can do is to prepare as 
best as you can for every situation.

Hope for the Best, Prepare for the WorstINTRODUCTION
AN

Monte Carlo simulations randomize returns for 
each year that a portfolio is invested in the 
market. In many cases, retirees’ annual 
withdrawals eventually deplete their savings. 
The lines in the accompanying graphic 
represent the value for an example retirement 
portfolio using many simulations. 
Accompanying those lines is a value that 
represents the proportion of portfolios that 
were depleted at an earlier age. The gray area 
represents all possible simulation outcomes in 
this general example. Simulations such as these 
are useful because they demonstrate that 
uncontrollable factors (such as investment 
returns) can significantly impact when a 
retirement portfolio may be depleted. 
Preparing for worst case scenarios can help you 
succeed in any environment.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Probability of Goal Success
Current Plan

GOAL SUCCESS: ALL GOALS
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Understanding the potential success or 
failure of your financial goals is an 
important step in reaching those goals. 
You must first determine the current 
likelihood of reaching your goals in order 
to know what actions, if any, are 
needed. The results below are based on 
500 trials. For more details on the Monte 
Carlo projections for each goal, see the 
report within the relevant goal section.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Probability of Goal Success
Proposed Plan
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Understanding the potential success or 
failure of your financial goals is an 
important step in reaching those goals. 
You must first determine the current 
likelihood of reaching your goals in order 
to know what actions, if any, are 
needed. The results below are based on 
500 trials. For more details on the Monte 
Carlo projections for each goal, see the 
report within the relevant goal section.
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Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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AN
INTRODUCTION The Truth Behind Estate Planning

Common myths debunked
A common reason that many people avoid the 
idea of estate planning is the misconception 
that it is only beneficial or necessary for the 
ultra-wealthy. This is simply not true. Anyone 
that wants to maximize their wealth and help 
accomplish the financial goals of friends or 
family can benefit from considering estate 
planning techniques.  Another common 
misconception is that you are too young to 
start planning for your estate. It is impossible 
to know when estate planning will be 
beneficial, and by the time it is, it could be too 
late. Think you do not have enough money to 
worry about the estate tax? Think again. Assets 
appreciate, which could put you in the 
unfortunate position of being liable for estate 
taxes if your assets reach the tax exclusion 
level. By gifting some of those appreciable 
assets, this can be avoided.

Major Estate Planning Benefits
While reducing the taxes that you are liable for 
upon your death is an obvious benefit of estate 
planning, there are numerous other reasons to 
plan. Creating a will and understanding how the 
probate process works will help you to ensure 
that the assets are distributed the way you 
wish. Not only is the planning process helpful in 
directing them to the people or organizations 
that you wish, it is also effective in doing so 
quickly. Even if you have a will, this does not 
mean that probate will not be involved. The 
process of probate can create liquidity 

problems for those that need the bequeathed 
assets to operate or live the way you would 
prefer.

Planning Techniques
There are numerous techniques that you can 
employ to legally reduce taxes and have your 
assets work for you after passing. The idea of 
gifting assets, establishing trusts, and creating a 
will may not be foreign, but paying attention to 
the details within these techniques and 
harnessing their power for your particular 
situation can help you get to where you want 
to be. Discussing all the estate planning options 
available with a trusted professional can help 
you accomplish your goals.

Anyone that wants to maximize their
wealth and help accomplish the financial
goals of friends or family can benefit
from considering estate planning
techniques.

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Estate Summary
If Louis passes away in 2026 and Rosalie passes away in 2031If Louis passes away in 2026

The following report is a summary of how your estate is projected to be divided. The figures below represent
the proportion and total amount that will be paid toward liabilities and fees, taxes, to charity, and to heirs. The
figures are totals over the duration of the scenario. Preparation can help you to ensure that the maximum
amount is going to heirs or charity and that funds lost to taxes and unnecessary liabilities or fees is minimized.

The following projection is based on the assumption that Louis passes away in 2026 and that Rosalie passes
away in 2031.

Proposed PlanCurrent Plan

2%

11%

87%

2%

11%

87%

$ to liabilities and fees $ to Taxes $ to charity $ to heirs

$4,727,171$4,109,474$0$523,154$94,543Proposed Plan

$4,727,171$4,109,474$0$523,154$94,543Current Plan

$ Total$ to Heirs$ to Charity$ to Taxes$ to Liabilities
and Fees

Plan

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Estate Summary
If Louis passes away in 2026 and Rosalie passes away in 2031 - Current Plan

The following report is a summary of how your estate is projected to be divided. The figures below represent
the proportion and total amount that will be paid toward liabilities and fees, taxes, to charity, and to heirs. The
figures are totals over the duration of the scenario. Preparation can help you to ensure that the maximum
amount is going to heirs or charity and that funds lost to taxes and unnecessary liabilities or fees is minimized.

The following projection is based on the assumption that Louis passes away in 2026 and that Rosalie passes
away in 2031.

Current Plan

2%

11%

87%

$ to liabilities and fees $ to Taxes $ to charity $ to heirs

$4,727,171$ Total

$4,109,474$ to Heirs

$0$ to Charity

$523,154$ to Taxes

$94,543$ to Liabilities and Fees

Current PlanPlan

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Current Plan - If Louis passes away in 2026 and Rosalie passes away in 2031
Projected Gross Estate & Liabilities

In the process of determining your taxable estate, the government allows you to deduct liabilities that relate
to the assets that you own. This report reflects the assets you are projected to own and the liabilities you are
projected to have paid. Managing these assets and liabilities is the first part of the estate planning equation.
The following projection is based on the assumption that Louis passes away in 2026 and that Rosalie passes
away in 2031.

At Death of RosalieAt Death of LouisAssets

Lifestyle Assets

$541,039$245,018Residence

$439,594$199,0772nd Residence

Non-Qualified Assets

$1,075,450$0Life Insurance Proceeds

$662,391$348,184Joint

$18,887$9,928Checking

$30,048$15,794Savings

$0$1,500,000Life Insurance

$750,000$0Life Insurance

Qualified Assets

$91,726$82,752Louis

$88,988$0Rosalie

$724,181$848,687Louis

$304,868$0Rosalie

Liabilities

$4,727,171$3,249,440Gross Estate After Liabilities

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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Current Plan - If Louis passes away in 2026 and Rosalie passes away in 2031
Projected Estate Tax

With preparation, you can ensure that you maximize the number and value of assets that you have after you pass away.
In addition to asset maximization, preparation will help you safeguard your assets by letting you direct them to the
intended beneficiaries. The table below outlines the effects that estate taxes may ultimately have on the assets you may
bequeath to heirs.  The following projection is based on the assumption that Louis passes away in 2026 and that Rosalie
passes away in 2031.

$271,654$0Estate Tax Liability

$0$0less: Income Taxes Paid from Estate

$251,500$0less: Tax Resulting from IRD

$0$0less: Taxes Paid by Trusts

$523,154$0Total Taxes Due

$0$0plus: Income Taxes Paid from Estate

$0$0plus: Generation Skipping Transfer Tax

$251,500$0plus: IRD Tax

$271,654$0plus: State & Inheritance Tax

$0$0Federal Estate Taxes

$1,690,189$0less: Estate Tax Credit

$0$0less: Gift Tax Paid

$1,690,189$0Total Tentative Tax

Taxes Due

$4,360,974$0Adjusted Taxable Estate

$271,654$0less: State & Inheritance Tax

$0$0plus: Total Lifetime Taxable Gifts

$4,632,628$0Taxable Estate

$0$3,249,440less: Transfer to Spouse (UMD)

$4,632,628$3,249,440Adjusted Gross Estate

$0$0less: Final Expenses

$47,272$0less: Administration Fees

$47,272$0less: Probate Fees

$4,727,171$3,249,440Gross Estate After Liabilities

At Death of RosalieAt Death of LouisTaxable Estate

Important: The calculations or other information generated by NaviPlan® version 16.2 regarding the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical
in nature, do not reflect actual investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. These calculations are shown for illustrative purposes only because
they utilize return data that may not include fees or operating expenses, and are not available for investment. If included, fees and other operating expenses
would materially reduce these calculations.
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